Managing foreign exchange risk is perhaps the most vital function of a multi-national company. How else can you make and sell things in
different countries around the world? Indeed, it’s so common that we think we really know how to do it: forecast and trade!
But have we jumped the gun?
Companies either:
Hedge periodically (monthly, quarterly) as forecasts are firmed up: but running a business is rarely as easy as creating a forecast! The rate
the exposure is created at is a direct result of the business interaction so a single trade at a fixed time leaves a lot of noise in the P&L.
Trade positions based on where they think spot is going to be based on economic models or seat-of-the-pants judgement. That’s a lot of
trading risk to take on and inevitably bad results go to the P&L.
There is a much smarter way to hedge where you get better rates – while remaining fully hedged.

Micro-economics: What is a corporation’s Foreign Exchange Exposure?
Foreign Exchange Exposure is created whenever an employee – whether sales or procurement – buys or sells product in a currency
other than the home or reporting currency of the corporation. There are generically 2 types of exposure:

Spot exposure
§ Auction or commodity businesses need to evaluate bids in
different currencies whenever a sale closes:
§ Google could receive pricing in different currencies for an
adword that all need to be evaluated in US dollars when the
auction closes.
§ Oil companies sell in different currencies at the retail level,
all driven by current oil barrel prices plus conversion costs
for the component being purchased.
§ An effective hedging program locks-in the spot rate when the
auction or pricing process happens. This is an IT system problem
coupled with timely execution.

OptionPlus exposure
§ Most corporates are exposed to OptionPlus FX risk which is more
challenging to conventionally manage with plain vanilla,
completely passive models:
§ Customers make decisions over weeks/months/years
through project approval processes during which time
exchange rates increase and decrease. Whenever the rate is
better, the salesperson is forced through competitive
pressure to reduce price. However, if the rate is worse, the
salesperson can’t really increase the price because only the
mafia gets to do that!
§ In a turns business, the price is fixed at certain price points
relative to the market. Any increase in price by a competitor
relative to another risks lower market share. To keep your
competitive position, you must lower prices when rates
move in your direction but hold when rates move against
you.
§ An effective hedging program must get the best rate in the period
between when the initial rate is revealed to the customer and the
price is locked in the sale or purchase. This is a trading portfolio
design issue.

Trading portfolio: How do you get the best rates?
Need a baseline of hedge trades so that you get at least a minimum hedge rate. Need a method of improving minimum hedge rates
when rates move in your favor. Design rather than directional calls is preferred for lower risk.

Restructure positions

§ Initial trades are layered in as dictated by micro-economic analysis:
§ Trades should not be entered into before the underlying
driver is, unless that risk is specifically approved.
§ Trades should not be of longer duration than the exposure,
unless that risk is specifically approved.

§ Options change sharply in value as they get closer to being in the
money and then track the option payoff.
§ When options are out of the money, the cost to restructure the
options to better strike rates is lower.
§ A good trading program restructures the hedge portfolio as rates
change over the hedge life so that at maturity the minimum hedge
rate is close to the best rate in the period.
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A turnkey solution to a more efficient foreign exchange hedging program
Stages

Steps

1

Analyze the underlying microeconomics of the exposure to detail
the nature and maturity of the
exposure

§
§
§

Evaluate current strategy
Meet business analysts, sales and procurement personnel
Develop economic models

§
§

FX Team
Business Units

1 week

2

Design a new trading strategy based on
above

§
§

Design alternate strategy
Model alternate strategy versus current strategy

§

FX Team

2-3 days

3

Identify and close any changes in
tracking through reporting

§

Present alternate strategy to accounting and IT team to
determine any changes
If necessary, go back to Step 2 to redesign alternate strategy

§
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FX Team
Treasury
Accounting
IT support

2-3 days
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Teams involved

§

Approximate
time

4

Brief and train executives on managing
the program and the approval process

§

Present alternative model components, benefits, risks and
training for effective supervision

§
§
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CFO
Treasurer
Assistant
Treasurer

2 hours

5

Train the team to execute the trading
strategy going forward

§

Train team in executing the alternate model

§

FX Team

1 week
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